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The Mythos ST Super Tower $4000 pair
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Consumer Electronics Show Innovations Award

Aircraft grade aluminum cabinet with polished black finish, no longer available in aluminum
finish
Built-in powered subwoofer using Definitive's Super Cube technology
D'Appolito array with two high definition 5 1/4 inch mid-woofer drivers with Definitive pure
aluminum tweeter
BDSS Balanced Dual Surround System ... patent pending, using new surround, new voice
coil, new dome, and new acoustically contoured faceplate; cast magnesium basket;
polymer cones
BDSS technology increases low frequency response, increaases power handling ability,
and lowers distortion
Newly designed racetrack shaped carbon fiber driver designed using Finite Element
Magnetic Analysis
Long excursion, very fast active driver for very fast transient repsponse 6 inch by 10 inch
Two 6 inch by 10 inch pressure driven sub bass radiators... response down to 14 Hz
Over all subwoofer performance similar to Definitive Technologys top rated Super Cube
One
Subwoofer powered by 300 watt digital amplifier Class D
Sonic timbre matches other Definitive Mtythos speakers for center and rear
Special design of the cabinet taper reduces diffraction
Front baffle uses Definitive's Polystone highly rigid material
Recessed screws also improve stereo imaging
Incudes heavy, black polished granite base
Frequency response: 14 Hz to 30kHz Efficiency : 93 db; Impedance 4-8 ohms
Dimensions: 51 1/2 in high 9 1/2 inch deep 6 3/4 inch wide
 
The Mythos STS Super Tower $3000 pair
Smaller more affordable of the award winning Mythos ST SuperTower
Like the ST, the STS incorporates a D'Appolito array with two high definition mid-woofers
and an aluminum tweeter
Instead of 5 1/4 inch mid drivers the STS uses 4 1/2 inch mid drivers
Instead of 6 by 10 inch woofer the STS uses a 5 inch by 10 inch woofer
Instead of two 6 by 10 inch racetrack shaped planary low bass radiators the STS uses two
5 inch by 10 inch units
Same type of rigid construction, same 300 watt Class D digital amplifer
Dimensions: 47 1/2 inch high 5 1/2 inch width 8 1/2 inch depth Base: 10 1/2 w by 14 in
deep
Rated same 93 db efficiency
Same absolutely drop dead gorgeous design and sound quality


